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2134 WofgAvene N.W.
Washn~tn, .C. 20008

Novmer 30, l"92.

c/o State Steet Bank and Trust Company
P.O. BOX 1912
Bseton, MA 02105

Dear Sir:

I am a shareholder in the ftuddmr Developame Fund and would
like to open an MR secount with you. Plea* send me the necessary material
by remtr ai.

Your* Sincerely,

Bela Balassa



November 30, 1982.

Mr. Fred Bergsten
Director
The Institute for International

Economicss
11 Dupont Circle N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Fred,

I enclose a letter for Raymond Barre. I am sorry I cannot

be at the semina.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



Mlessrs. de Amearate, VMP; and alhat, RANVP,

Bela Balassa, DID

61007

1. I enclose a substantially revised version of my paper
"AdJustment Policies and Deelopment Strategie In Sub-Saharan Africa,
1973-78." This version will be Included in the DRD Discssiftne Paper
Sekries.

2. 1 an grateful for your comsn and for commmts made by others
at the workshop a fewi weeks ago. Shul you have any further enomwents
and suggestimns, they could be taken into account in the final version
of the paper.

nclosure
BEalassanc



Noember 29, 1982.

M.- Raywond Barre
Th* Institute for International

Econo.mics
11 Dupoint Circle N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Rawieur le Prefesswur at Chat Ami:

Jo regrette d* no pas pamisr casa renaontror lore do vot
passage 6 Washington. Vai accopti 11 y a six solne do f&Ix* une coafteronc
A Paris le 2 d40cow0we at aams noue erelearont proablovion au-doesex do
l'Atlantiqe.a

J'ai GtS treo houroux do vous rencontrer, vous at Madamea Barre,
an mai dernier *I J'eso~ra qua la prochaia* fete no femme poura a joindre A

A Vexprosin "e me parfate eousidmration.

Bela Balassa
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MRS. L. PORCUON, WOOLO SXXX, IUMOPIAM Off ECE

PARIS, FRANCE

PtEASI MAKE THE FOLLOWING *EgLOWATIONS FOR ME: FRIDAY bIN#E9 FON

THREE AT 9 O'CLOCK, QUAI DES OXWES, 274.?2.22. SATURDAY LUNCH FOR

TWO AT ONE O'CLOCK IN LES *RAPPS #*.R, 5$51.S.69. SATURDAY DIANE*

FON TOEE AT 9 O'CLOCK IN Lt LOUIS XXV 209.56.56. SUNDAY LUNCH FOR

TV0 AT ONE O'CLOCK IN LE CARELIA, DOUGIVAL 969.0302. THANK YOU.

BELA BALASSA

RtLA BALASSA

BELA RALASSA



S 61007

MR. RARR43 COC, hot botintg a.*. fin-dikti 53

ISTANOUL, TURKEY

WILL BE IN ISTANBUL ON DECENSIR 9 AND 10. VOULO LIKE TO NEaT T*U

FOR DZNUER IF CONVENIENT. PLEASE CONTACT *I. CALIKA WHO VOULD BE

ARRANGING ANOT"ER bINERs FOR ME. OE4AROS, RALASSA

setsa stasa

gota satassa

&aataRl RC - Dr's Offico



M. CALIKA, RESAN SECURITIES BROKERASE,

00AKULE IS MERKEZ2 ISTIKLAL CADVESI, 286 BEYOGLU, ISTANSUL, TURKEY

VILL BE IN ISTANBUL ON DEEgERe 9 AND 10. WOULD LIKE TO AFET YOU

FOR DINNER IF C04VERIENT. MR. PANKI KOC SHOULD CONTACT YOU, WO I

VOULO LIKE TO MEET THE SECONO EVENING. REGARD&, SALASSA

CALE 11129/82

setse atesso

Bea stsso

vestasss~nc ORC - bireter's Offig*
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02. LUISI CERIANX, DANCA WAZIONALE OEt LAV08

QUARTERLY RIEVEV, VIA VITTORIO VENETO, 119, ROHE, ITALY

REPtRTS OF MY PAPER QUOTE ECONMIC REFORM IN CHINA UNQUOTE HAVE

NOT BEEN RECEIVE*. PLEASE INFORP ABOUT WAE Of RAILIN6, REGAROS,

BALASSA

CABLE 1112482'

Bet* i .tasst

sets evisse

60atessORO 6g irogtor's Offigo
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2134 Wyoming Avenue NW.
Waahington, D.C. 20008
Noember 22, 1982.

Metropolitan Family Ticket Servie
Lincoln Center
New York, N.Y. 10023

Dear Sir:

I have been a meme of the Metropolitan opera Guild fore the

last two years, I have Just up-graded my membership to the supporting

category. Correspondingly, I would like to ask for priority treatmenat on

the enclosed order.

Sincerely yours,

REnclosue Bela Bala0s



IRENE O0P"VX-COUTURIFR, CKFVI

PA'U8, FRANCE

SUGGEST MEETING AT HOTEL SCAROXHAVIA, 27 RUE Of TOURRN. REGARDS,

DALASSA

204319F 11/22192

Otte satasea

Seta sotass*

00atssans RD - etotrlo Offico



Novelmnr 22, 1982.

Travel to Tureff

1. An I indicated on the phoe, it has been necesary to postpoe
my trip to Tunisa. You agreed to pay my transportation to Turkey; the
cost of three dea stay in Paris will be coveured by the Morocco Division
and three days say in Budapest by -the Develomet Reseiwch Department.

cc: and cleared with,
M4ers. Carter, M8; Stoutjesdijk, DRD

B ~ a l a s a~*



Noembewr 2 1982

Me. Anne Briber, Consultant asein, Travel

61007

Chamges in Taravel aegest

1. It has been neesary to modify my travol plans for Daeemer.
In view of the lteted ime avail43*$1, I would like to ask you to change
my reservations while the revised travel request is going through the
required stae.

2. Sheml you not be able to reserve tfgts for me on the
Paris-Mmemb - Ahkia ffthts, an alterative would be to travel Paris-

Zurih-lamabu-A~k-ra

BBlsa.L
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November 19, 1982.

Di4roct of the Laboratory
Kft$dasgtudm~ni Itfizate

Budapest 102
unary

Dear Dr. 3zakoltai

Your letter of Noemsber 2 crossed mine. in the meantims,
Mr. Meerhaus has written to you concerning yewr visit to the Bank. We
could have further discusion on this during my stay in Budapest. I have
asked Mr. lgikos-Nagy to arrange a nesting with you to discuss the applica-
tion of my methodology for measuring external shocks and poicy repns
to external shocks to Hunary.

Sincerely,

Bela Balassa



1 614007

"RS. PONON, EUROPEAN OFFICE, WORLO BANK

PARIS, FRANCE

PLEASE INVITE MR. THIERRY OE NONTBRIAL FOR LUNCH AT THE LA CHAURIERE

OES GOURMETS TEL. 321.26.08. REGARDS, SALASSA

842-420628 11119/sz

BELA BALASSA

BELA BALASSA

O RD - birctor's offsin



November 19, 1982.

Dr. Bela Ceikos-Riagy
President
Hungarian Economic Association- -
1370 Budapest Pf. 544
Hungary

Dear Bela;

know the ti=-m of my seminar* on Decemibeir 13th, I wonder if your emrotsary
may be able to make some appointvients for me for the reaine-tr of the day.

If possible, I would like to see Mnsater Faluvfigi who I havs been
meeting on past tips to Budapest. Should there be an opportunity, I would
Also itke to vist sMne Retay who I met several yaars ago. MNdlesse
to say, these would be private visits; a World Bak mission may be there at
the same time to discuss the eonomic report on Hungary, with wich I have
no involvement.

I would further like to hae a working session with Dr. ESakoleai
to discuss the applicaton of my methodology for-meuring external shocks
and policy responses to these shocks to Hungary.

Looking forward to seeig you, I remain,

Sincerely,

Bela aha



Noemsber 19, 1992.

Mr. 1. Guimln
Club do Daar
Secrstarlat Admnistreatif
4 Avewje Roche
75008 Paris
France

Dear )k. Gutllon:

I am In raeept of your letter of Novembor 9th in which you
announce the Jamnuary 19-21, 1983 date for the General Assenmy of the Club
of Dakar. This is. to Informa you that Mre. Xvorardue Stoutjoadijk, Director,
Development Roesec Despartent i la oarn to participate at the
Conferene from the World Bank.

Mr. Stoutjeedijk is -especially Interested in the study of the
Club of Dakar on the West 4frican region. He has worked on issue
relating to integration In West Africa and is nowr engaged in discussins
with the ERC Commssio an possible futaure cooperative work in the area.

I deeply regret that I canot join ft. Stoutjosdijk in Ouagadougou.
This is due to obiton s I have ranetly assue, whieb confict witb the
date of the General Asmbly. Please convey my regrets and regards to
President Dieara.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa

cc: Mrs. Boskey, IRD; Messrs. Franchet, Paris Office; Stoutjesdijk, DRD.



November 19, 1982.

Professor John Komlox
Roosevelt Unaiversity
430 South Mtfhigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 460$

My dear friend,

I enclose a check for $12.00 in payment of the two publications

I have just reeived from you.

Yours sincerely,

P.S. Please send me a formal bill in the fusture for tax purposes.
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300-61L eM KDXPRCJECT

REGRET THAT DUE TO NY ASENCE FROX VASNINGTON UNTIL DtEMBER 16

WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SIE 9GUSE OggINTEVIEWgg. 214ARDS, 9ALASSA

BELA SALASSA

90atassOno D0 irector'$ Office
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Mr. Roerto Fernnames, E42

Bela Bat assa, W

Visit to Tnisa

1. In responding to an invittion from Minite Lan I ha
been planning a Doesvmimw visit to Tunis for smtime; In fact I hae
declined other invitations for the ywriod and have organized related
visits in the European and sMediterranea area. The timing of th vist
has been repeatedly cioiof a, mwat rentle'y lst veek. I was surprised,
theraere, to receiv* from Ben Miled a telegam n vhh he asked e to
postpone the vit to uni unwtil late ftbrnuwy-,ealy March.

2. 1 am afraid that my university obigatons do not permit as
to visit Tunis at the time now requesed. I an coumIte to go to
Rabat to discss my report on the imiwteTW ecstor with the Moroccans
authoities during Spring vacation In NfArth. Thus, I cauxwt visit Tunis
before early Nay vibew the sadwal seete ens.

cc: -Mees. Bart, EH2; Schvsertz, NIW Stoutjesdijk, DRD.

BB&aasa:nc
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November 18, 1982.

Mr. Andras Nagy
Institute of Ecnomics
Hungarian Academly of Sciences
1502 Budapst Postafiok 262
Budapest X1., Sudaosi ut 43/45
HUNGARY

Dear Andras:

Thank you for your letter of September 16th. We were
itseested to hear about your travels. I will be in Budapest between
December 11 and 14 and wonder if you might be there at that time. If
not, we will meet next nummors when I will again take hoe the family.

The Kozgasda Mai $Semle published my paper on the 1980-81
reforms and Gazdasag will publis i paper of mine on "Structural Adjustment
Policies in Developing Contarta"." My book on the Neewly Industrializing
Countries in te World saMM will also be published in Hungary. I am

glad that in this way my writings got to a larger Hungarian auience.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



Mr. Brendan Horton Nove mber 17, 1982

Bela Balassa, DRD

Etude si: les Industries Chimiquns

1. Celle-ci est la meilleure des truis 6tudes sectorielles. L'6tude

souligne a juste titre l'importance des rapports input-output et l'effet de la

protection des inputs sur les utilisateurs. Elle nncessite peu de

commentaires.

Pate a Papier

2. I faudrait expliciter-que le Maroc exporte des pates chimiques

fibres courtes et quo cette exportation est subventionnoe par le biais de la

protection des ventes sur le march6 local (pp. 2-3). D'autre part, les

comparaisons faites a la Banque Mondiale no montrent pas un surcout de 45

Apourcent pour le fuel oil au Maroc. Egalement, le cout de i'6nergie

6lectri-u roPi z~li~~U ~ p ~

3. L'rloignement relatif du Maroc de ses fournisseurs (p. 10) i'a rien a

voir avec la nature capitalistique de la production de la pate a papier

D'ailleurs, le cout Zev& du transport fournit une protection "naturelle" pour

l'industrie marocaine. La taxe spci~hale et le timbre douanier no repr6sentent

A
un surcout que si lour taux est suprieur a la surnvaluation du diralll par

rapport a la situation de libre rchange (p. 10). Finalement, un CPE global de

0,80 somble indiquer que le CPN pour les ventes sur le marchG local a ;tt

sousestime (p. 10).

Papier

4. I n'y a pas do substitution entre le dapier pour sac-a-ciment et le

papier d'emballage. Ainsi, on ne pout pas prvtendre que "les utilisateurs

' t Apourraient- etre tent& d'achoter lo papier pour sac-a-ciment memno S<ii couto



- 2 -

plus chor que le papier d'emballage" (p. 17). On se demande aussi si le

papier d'icriture tait suffisamment homogene pour accepter la conclusion

qu'en France "les prix d'exportation a l'extrieur de la CEE (5,09 FF) sont,

suprieurs aux prix dcs exportations a l'int&rieur de la CEE (3.99 FF) (p.

23). D'nm le cas du papier, ainci quo daus le cas do la pate papier,
N Al'importance des 6conomies d'6chelle et le surcout du aux petites dimensions

A
des usines marocaines devraient etre indiqu6s.

5. La phrase solon laquelle la "rentabilitt 'conomique n'est pas tout-a-

fait Ividente" (p. 34) dans le cas du papier doit etre modifie vu que le CER

est de 1,57 et, dans la mcilleure des hypotheses, de 1,35. En meme temps, la

A
question se pose quel est le surcout acceptable pour une installation

rngionale. Finalement, on devrait indiquer que, dans une importante mesure,

les problemes de fabrication du papier sont ind~pendants de la politique

suivic a l'6gard de l'industrie de la pate a papier.

Fabrication du Carton Couch6 et des Emballages en Carton

6. 1I est doramage qu'on n'a pas pu faire des estimations pour les

entreprises transformant le carton couch& et la cannelure en boites et en

caisses. On pourrait indiquer au moins 1'effet de la protection des inputs

sur ses produits. D'autre part on ne pout pas dire quo "le fait qua le CPE

soit sup6rieur a 1'unit& traduit une subvention a l'activit5 de la fabrication

A
du carton et des emballages" (p. 46); la comparaison devrait etre faite avec

le taux de change do r~f~rence.

Industrie de la Sacherie

7. Pas do commentaire

MatCriaux de Constructioin et Prouaits Annexes

8. Pourquoi a-t-on retenu un CPN de 1,40 quand la fourchette des



3

comparaisons des prix va de 1,40 a 1,70 (p. 54). On se demande si on pourrait

utiliser les comparais ons des prix de 1981 dans les calculs pour 1978 (p. 54),

6tant donnG les changements qui. sont survenus dans la sur6valuation du

dirham. Finalement, vu le CER tres bas pour le ciment, on se demande si cc

produit ne pourrIt pas Otrc cxportv par le >aroc, Ce qui n cessiterait une

r6duction des pr'lavements.

Soude, Clore et PVC

9. Le critire selon lequel il y a dumping si le prix a I'exportation est

infhrieur au prix de vente sur le marchs local (p. 73) est celui utilis& dans

le commerce international. Pourquoi est-ce que le fuel a un CPN de 0,95 (p.

79). Finclemnent, lc CPE tres &lev pourrait-il etre expliqu6 par la petite

t4lle des opCrations au Maroc?

Industrie de la Pneurmtique

10. 11 est surprenant que le CER pour )-s pntr eq4 
n -,

informations fournies par lz Directeur de l'industrie, le prix de revient de

la fabrication des pnous est tr~s &lev6 au Maroc, 6tant donnE la production

d'une game 6tendue ce qui ne permet pas I'exploitation des 6conomies

d'&chelle.

Industries Diverses

11. Pas de commentaire

Synthise

12. 11 faudrait souligner les diff;rences entre produits de consommation

et produits interm'diaires; ces derniers ont une protection plus elevne que

n'importe quels produits, du probablement a leur production a petite

6chelle. Ou bien, est-ce qu'il y a de problemes de gestion? Finalement, on

devrait noter lesquclls des entreprises appartiennent a l'LEtat.

cc: Messrs. Carter, 1M.2; Bonnel, EM2; Mateun , EM2.

BBalasa :nc



[A)'TI Ncvcmbr 15, 1982.

IT 1r. Eug-enio F. Lari, LC1

rROM Bela Balzssa, DRD\

EXTENS!ON 61007

SUF3BLCl Visit to Chile

Following- several postponerents, a rutually converient date
has now been agrecd upen for wy visit to Chile for discussions with
governmcent authoritiJs . For your infcrmaticn 1 enclose the relevant
correspon, ence.

cc with enclosures: lessrs. Aguirre-Sacas-, LCI; Pfeffermonn, LCNVP;
Meo, LC1; Stoutjesdijk, DRD

cc for information: Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, LGIVP; Vn Der Meer, LCP.

Elas Lsa, nc
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SANTIAGO DE CHiLE, September 9, 1982

Dr. Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 11 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Balassa:

Thank you for accepting our invitation
to visit Chile in the near future.

Between November 1 and 5, the XIXth Mee-
ting of Technicians of Central Banks of the Aerican Continent, organi-
zed by the Central Bank of Chile, will be held in the city of Viiia del
Mar. We would appreciate very much having you as our special guest to
deliver a conference on a topic of voier rho i,- in _h fi1 -f Interna
tional Trade anA Economic ( DOp I

Since your visit constitutes a special
event we would like to schedule your conference either at the opening
of the Meeting (November 1) or at its close (November 5). Furthermore,
We would like to set conferences in universities and other institutions
during the period of your stay in the country.

I hope that the first week of November
will be convenient to you.

Looking forward to see you soon, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

ROLF LUDERS SCH.
Ministro dc Economia,

Fomento y Reconstrucci6n
y de Hacienda



*, 'A Cy 2

31 x-Il l y ha- : to sw :- .;<
see yu, I e you

cc: MI'essrs. Ardito-B:rlotta LCU<P Lnri, LCl van d(ir ikMer, LCP;
Aguirr--Sacza, LC: Pfcif ierr;n, LC7VP; Meo LC1.

Stoutjesdijk, DRD



LIAiNCO CEJTRAL DE CHILLE

SANI IAGO

June 8, th 1982

Mr.Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 11. Street, Washington D.C. 20433

USA

Dear Mr. Balassa:

Regrettably, due to various circumstances, it was
not feasible to coordinate and arrive at a mutually convenient date

for your trip to Chile last April. As you certainly are aware at

the end of that month the cabinet reshuffle took place and in addi-

tion, there was previously some travelling scheduled for Mr. de Cas-

tro.

I would be del ichted to have you in Chile, maybe in

October or November, at your convenience. We hope that at this point

in time the climate both of the country and the economy will be much
improved.

Please let me know as soon as possible about this new
possibility ol coming to visit with us. Alter receiving your answer

in this respect, the Central Bank will contact you in order to make

the proper arrangements with respect to the trip and the program.

Sincerely yours,

Sergio de la Cuidra
MINISTRO DE HACIE DA

10$~



Noember 13, 1982.

*y

Prof. Dr. Joxsef Bognar
Institute for World DEnomics of the

Hlungarian Academy of Sciences
H-1531 Budapest P.O. Box 36
Hungary

Dear Professor Bogmr:

Thank you for your letter of October 26th inviting ms to
prepare a contributed paper for Spectiaed Sesion No. 15 you are organizing.
I will be in Budapest from December 21 to 14 and I wmuId like to discuss with
you the preparation of the paper.* My father will call your offie to arrange
a meeting.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



Novembeur 15, 1982.

Mr. Thomas F. Johnson
Director of Eonomic Polley Studios
American Enerse Institute for Public

Policy Reowprch
1150 Seventwinth street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Tom,

Thaenk you for your invitation to attend the sessions of
Public Policy Week. I am sorry to ay tha Ii ll not be able to attend
beause I vill be In Europe at the time.

Your* sincerely,

Bela Balassa



November 15, 1982.

Professor Vittorio Corbo
Concordia 'University and

Univeirsidad Catolics
Instituto do Econom.
Pontificia UnIversidad Catolita
Casills. 114-D
Santiago
Chile

Dear Vittorio,

I encloe copies of an invitation received from Mr. Carlos
Caceres together with my reply. I am very glad that, at the end, a mutually
convenient date hawr Ueen foud.

I will be in touch with you conerning people to see outside
the government.

With boat regards,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures Bela Balassa
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Deceber15, 1982.

Mr. Vilmon Dolos
rieneral Mocager
Kdxgazdaadgi do Jogi EKtsykiad,,
1374 Budapest

Dear Mir. Woo:es

Thank you 'fo yor letter of October 6th and the copy of
mmrial volume for Istvn Vag. JZ sn tho otheur two copies to Mr. Haberler

Yours sincerely,

BeaWgs



Nemble 15, 1982.

Mr. Janos Kornai
Institute of WEcnoumics
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
1502 Budapest Postafiok 262
Budapest XI., Budaosi ut 43/45
HUNGARY

Dear Janos,

At the invitation of Bela Csikos-Nagy I will be presenting
a seminar In Budapest on December l3th. I will abso spend the preceding
weekend there and would veury =wah like if I could see you and Zeuxsa. I
wonder if we could hae dinakier together on December 12th, Sunday. I
would appreciate it if you could arrange to bave th* Deaks ' join us this
time.

Mty father will call you concerning this engagement or you
may call him at 351261. Looking forward to see you, I remain,

Bela Balassa



Noemenber 15, 1992.

Mr. Eueno F, Lari, L2l

61007

Visit to Chile

Followinsg several postponenents, a mutually couvenient date
has anw been agreed upon for my visit to Chie for discusions with
gaverma authorities. For your Information I enclose the relevant
correspondence.*

cc with enclosurest Messrs. Aguirre-aaa, LCl; Pfefferumna, LAOW;
Moo, LCI; Stautjesdijk, DRD

cc for information: Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, LCXVP; Van Der Meer, LCP.

Enclosur~e



Novmbert 12, 1982.

Bela Baasa MR

61007

I enclose a copy of myr paper "Policy Rsponse to External Shocks
in ub-ahanAricana Countrses, 1973-78" that va presented at a Regional

workb op. I fvrtbser emrloe sme substantive memos.

Enloues
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ACCEPT INVITATION TO VISIT CHILE OURING THE WEEK OF JANUARY 12 TO

16. 1 PRESU14C THAT THE VISIT WOULD PERMIT ORE TO HAVE DISCUSSIONS

WITH POLICY MAKERS OUTSIDE THE CENTRAL BANK AS WELL. REGAROS,

BALASSA

TELEX 240729 11112182

BELA SALASSA

BELA 9ALASSA

BaaassaneORD Director's Office



November 12, 1982.

Dhr. Jorge aa
President
Bank of Satiago
Casilla 14437
Santiago
Chile

I encloe copies of an invitation received from Yz. Carlos
Caceres together with my reply. I as very glad that, at the end, a utually
coenient date has been found.

I look forward to seeiug Rosario and yourself. I will be in
touch with you. conerning som meetings I would ike to have In the private
sector.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa
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Dr. Asmit Erdilek
Division of Policyg

Researchk and Analysis-
.Nationial Science Jtondstion
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Dr. Ediek:

Indeed appreciaite it If you could peseant m tsat the ANA meetings.
Imust tell you, howwnwr, that I hs aent yet receied any of the papers

I am suppose to cownent on.

Yours sincerely,

Bela NAUaSS&



Noemeber 11, 1982.

Professor Ricarmd S. Er-kaus
Department of Eonomics
WMaset Institute of Tecnolotgy
Cambridge, FAssahusete 0139

Dear Dick,

Thank you for your letter of November let. In the mentime,
I have spoken to Mr. Currie of the Controllers office who gave m some
additional information.

I am sorry to have missed youir seminar last Friday but I gave
a seminar myself during the saehour.

Thansk you again for the information you have provided. I remn,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balasea



November U1, 1982.

No. Ssan Baraon thru Nk. E. Stoutjmneik

Bela Balassa, DED

61007

Tr! yel Kxse~ Raeqr

This in ti regard to my travel expense statement for the periodg
August 4 to September 12.

This accou to for the two nights.

No. 9. As mission chief I had tho right to a suite In abaut. teoggpod.
Ingly, the Bank travel office reserved a shite for e, thes coot of vlbie
Is included in the expensaccut

No. 11. Ptepresentaton and taepm sependtures incurred dwL&te sa
in re persta to official businss. A list of the telene calls was

submitted with the expen account.

No. T3. As noted on the expense account, the item "transportaton to and
from airport" include loal transportationt. The* two cnnot be eparated
because car rental was used for both purpses.

two. Corresoninly, the average aily expense was $61.03 rsstiw than
$92.54. Tedifeeea from the leak momn of $52.00 reresents anacce.ablo
variation.

BUalassa:nc



Noemseber 11, 12.

Jobs and Skil l PrgrMao for Africa
P.O. Bx 2532
MAdi Absa
Ethiopia

De Mr. O boagye:

:~'I - a pou to yeaor latter, I enclse a copy of my paper
"The Effects Method of rect Rvetion.a" Othue papers prepared foir
this project are not yet availae

Yours sincerely,

Enclosre Bela Balaem,



4

ST

Amer4an Zmte msmemTmetitat
1230 17th Street# NW.
Washington, D.C. 2036

Dear Gottfried,

I =clos a copy of the volsme publisheda ihons of
istvan Varga to which you contributed. Whil* I cnt volehksae for the
translation, the book has boom attretively produced.

Yourssimmrel*

Encloure ela Blass



November 11, 1982.

Professor rritz Haeblup
Department of Economics
Now York University
Now York, N.Y. 10003

Dear Fritz,

I aeloe a copy of the volum pubished in honor of
Istvau Varga to ubich You ceatributed. Whie I cannot vouchsafe for the
translation, the book has been AttractIvely produced.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure B*1A Bala"&a



Novambar 11, 1982.

Mr. Suk Tai Suh
Eonomics Deartment
Yonzei University
Seoul .120
Korea

Dear Dr. Suh:

Plese amusne the delay in amnering your letter of
September 30th. I have ineed reeived your volume bt I hae not had
the chance to revie t. It nowsem that I will not be ale to do so
until Janary.

With best regards,

Your*s incerely,

Bela alossa



November 11, 1982.

Dr. Evangelos A. Voloudekie
Research Director
Bank of Greece
Athens
Greee

Dear Dr. Voloudskim:

Please excuse the deay In answering your letter of
October 12th. I have indeed reeied your volume but I have not had
the chance to review it. It nwe saame that I will not be able to do so
unti January.

I very msh enjoyed working with you and I appreciate your
and Mr. Fylaktos' input into the study. We wuldm be very happy if the
Greek version was0 pubhedm by IE . It is a simple format for them to
write a letter requestinag permission. The lett could be addressed to me
and I will take core of it from there,

Yours sincerely,

Bea*lsa



#A

November 11, 1982.

Bela aassa, DFM

61007

Publication Clearance

I would lik to request youar permission for the publiation of
the articles listed in thea enclose smm from M. Nishiniz and S. Urata.

Enclemre
Bualsanc

In

A*



November U1, 1982.

Mr . Marvin Taylor Dormond
Instituto de Investigaciones

an Cieneias REcnomicas
Universidad do Cost& Ries
Ciudad Universitairia "Rodrigo Facio"
Costs Rica
Amearica Central

Dear Mr. Dormond:

I am sorry to say that I do not have the results yet of the

research projet "Export Incentives in Developing Contries" that I could

send to you.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

Bela Bal asa



Novenber 11, 1982.

Mir. icthael Roemer
Executive Director
Harvard Institute for

1737 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Daar Mike,

In reply to your letter of November 3rd, I would like to
suggest Brendan Horton for a five-year appointment at your Institute.
Horton would also e an excellent candidate for the post in Indonesia
which you described is your letter of October 19th to Sherman Robinson.
I enclose a copy of the meo wrote about Uorton to Robison.

Horton can beat be rached on the phoe at hoe in l Rabat.
His telephone nuern is 24827. 1 suggest that you call him directly.

Yours sineraely,

EnclsureWa Blas1



lir. Sherman Robinsoa, DRDDS October 28, 1982.

Bela Dalassa, DRD

Indone.ia leident Advisor

I hi'hly recormnd ' Br"cao E1rton for the pozt of r idcnt -4-isor
in Indonesia. iorton worked as an advisor in Senegal and is presently
completing an assignment in Morocco. he has advised both governments on
export inccntives, iuport protection, and tax policy and has carried out
detailed firm analysis of effective protection and domestic resource costs.

Horton is well-qualified for the. post from an academic point of view
and has been effective as a policy advisor. lie may be available in April
1933 and 1IID would do very well with him.

UBalassa:nc



Noeenber 11, 1982.

Dr. Ashok Bapna
Project Co-ordinator
International onference
on North South Co-Operation

C-114, Savitri Path Bapu Nagar
Jaipur - 302004
India

Dear Dr. Bapua,

Tank you for youw letter of October 17th inviting me to
contribute a paper for the volume you are publishing under the title "ew
International Strategies for Development." While I do not have the
opportunity to write a paper designed expressly for the voli a, I am
sending one that should fit your neds. The paper is entited "Structual
Adjustenmt Policies in Developing Countries" ad it appeared in the February
1982 isse of World4 DevelopmR4t

Yours sineely,

Enclosure Bela alassa



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Duloy, VPERS DATE: November 11, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD \

SUBJECT:- Review Panel: Demand for Personal Travel in Developing Countries

1. A panel comprising Messrs. B. Balassa (DRD), Chairman, C. Bell (DRD),
R. Liebenthal (EAl), D. Hachette (LCl), and C. Carnemark (AEP) was set up to
review the above proposal. Messrs. Willoughby, Bennathan, and Ingram from the
sponsoring department, Mr. Deaton, consultant, and yourself participated in
the panel meeting; Mr. Hachette was not able to attend.

2. The panel considers the proposed research to be of interest for the
Bank's sector work and project work in transportation. At the same time, it
requests the sponsors to be more explicit on this subject and, in particular,
to indicate the usefulness of Phases I and II of the proposed research for the
Bank.

3. The panel further requests that the sponsors highlight the objectives
listed on p. 15 of the proposal, emphasizing aspects of "positive economics,"
such as projecting demand for personal travel, and de-emphasizing normative
aspects, such as the welfare and income distributional impact of transport
policy. As regards the latter, it notes that increases in the cost of work-
related travel may be shifted forward through higher wages and prices.

4. More generally, the panel recommends that the sponsors give attention
to work-related travel that is of much importance in developing countries.
While non-work-related travel can be considered a consumer good, work-related
travel may be regarded as an input. Correspondingly, the income elasticities
of demand for personal travel, to be estimated in Phase I of the proposed
research, need to be reinterpreted when both work-related and non-work-related
travel are included. More emphasis would also need to be given to differences
in the factors determining urban and rural personal travel.

4. The sponsors should carefully describe the tasks that would be
accomplished in Phase I of the proposed research project. In so doing, they
should establish a link between the objectives to be pursued, the availability
of data for the individual countries, and the estimation of particular
models. Finally, note should be taken of the extent to which Phase I would
represent a prelude for Phase II, and consideration given to the data
requirements of the Phase II research tasks.

5. The panel supports the choice of Angus Deaton as consultant to the
project. It also welcomes the intention of the sponsors to carry out Phase II
of the research project in collaboration with a developing country institute.

cc and cleared with: Participants at the panel meeting



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Duloy, VPERS DATE: November 11, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRDi",

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Completed Research Project:
International Trade Policy for the
Development of Bangladesh (Ref. No. 671-75)

1. A panel comprising Messrs. B. Balassa (DRD), Chairman, D. Williams
(ASP), G. Pursell (1 10, S. El Serafy (OED), M. Iskander (IND) was set up to
evaluate the above project. Messrs. Ahamed and Armstrong from the sponsoring
department and yourself attended the meeting; Mr. Iskander was not able to
participate.

2. The stated objectives of the research project were "to provide the
basis for an international trade policy conducive to the economic development
of Bangladesh for the next five to ten years, and to suggest the elements of
such a policy [as well as to] provide an improved basis for analyzing new
investment projects in Bangladesh and determining their relative priority."
The first objective has been partially met, the second not.

3. The research results have sensitized policy makers as to the
inefficiencies of Bangladesh industry and have provided a starting point for
the Bank's dialogue with the government. In particular, a Trade and Industry
Reform Program has been initiated and will be developed over the next two
years. At the same time, the policy recommendations made in the framework of
the research project have proved to be of limited use, in part because of
questions raised about the validity of the quantitative results and in part
because of their abstract, and often unrealistic, character.

4. No use has been made of the shadow prices developed in the framework
of the research project in the evaluation of alternative investments in
Bangladesh. This has been the case both because of the conceptual
difficulties involved and because of the lack of comparability with the
Squire-van der Tak methodology. At the same time, the methodology used in the
study to estimate shadow prices does not appear to have improved on existing
practice.

5. The research project has been carried out largely by doctoral
students at Boston University under the supervision of the chief
investigators. It has suffered from insufficient field work that would have
permitted improving the data base. This issue, as well as the methodological
issues, were flagged by Bank staff at an early date but it proved difficult to
exert an influence on the researchers.

6. The findings of research are available in mimeographed form. While
they have led to acceptance of several Ph.D. theses at Boston University, the
research project has not resulted in published output.

7. All in all, the research has had an impact on government thinking in
Bangladesh and has provided a starting point for a dialogue with the Bank. It



-2-

is questionable, however, that this has been done in a cost-effective way as
methodological and data limitations have impaired the value of the results
obtained. This conclusion is strengthened if consideration is given to the
time and effort spent by Bank staff on the project.

cc and cleared with: Participants at the Panel Meeting.

BBalassa:nc



Draft for Clearance

Mr . Adhn H. Duloy, VPERS November 8, 198 2

Bela Balassa, DRD

Evalultir.n of Coaplted Research Project:

Inter;' Liniij i(d 'do]. fo tol

Develop;cnt of Ban adese (Re:. No. n/ -/5)

1. A panel comprising Messrs. B. Balassa (DRD), Chairman, D. Williams

(ASP), G. Pursell (DID , S. El Serafy (0E)), M. Tskander (IND) was set up to

evaluate the above mentioned project. Messrs. Ahamed and Armstrong from the

sponsoring department and yourself attended the meeting; Mr. Iskander was not

able to participate.

2. The stated objectives of the research project were "to provide the

basis for an international trade policy conducive to the economic development

of Bangladesh for the next five to ten years, and to suggest the element of

investment projects in Bangladesh and determining their relative priority."

The first obiective has been partially met, the second not.

3. The research results have sensitized policy makers as to the

inefficiencies of Bangladesh industry and have provided a starting point for

the 3ank's dialogue with the government. In particular, a Trade and Industry

Reform Program has been initiated and will be developed over the next two

years. At the same time, the policy recommendations made in the framework of

the research project have proved to be of limited use, in part because of

questions raised about the validity of the quantitative results and in part

because of their abstract, and often unrealistic, character.

4. No use has been made of the shadow prices developed in the framework

of the research project in the evaluation of alternative investments in



*2
Bangladesh. This has been the case both because of the conceptual

difficulties Involved and because of the lack of corparability with the

Squire-van der Tak methodology. At the same time, the methodology used in the

study to estimate shadow prices does not appear to have improved on existing

practice.

5. The research project has been carried out largely by doctoral

students at Boston Uniersity under the supervision of the chief

investigvators. It has suffered from insufficient field work that would hae

permitted improving the data base. This issue, as well as the methodological

issues, were flagged .by Bank staff at an early date but it proved difficult to

exert an influence on the researchers.

6. The findings of research are available in rimeographed form. While

they have led to acceptance of several Ph.D. theses at Boston University, the

research project hr ve not resulted in published output.

7. All in all, the research has had an impact on government thinking in

Bangladesh and has provided a starting point for a dialogue with the Banks It

is questionable, however, that this has been done in a cost-effective way as

methodological and data limitations have impaired the value of the results

obtained.

cc and cleared with: Participants at the Panel Meeting.

BBalassa:nc
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ian Hume, EM1 DATE: November 8, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD

SUBJECT: Economic Developments and Reforms in Hungary

1. Due to my teaching obligations, I will be unable to attend the review
meeting scheduled for November 9 and provide some written comments instead.
The comments concern primarily policy issues; the short time available has not
permitted me to peruse the impressive amount of material collected by the
mission on the Hungarian economy (Volume II of the report).

2. The report correctly describes the principal features of the New
Economic Mechanism introduced in 1968. At the same time, it appears to
overstate the role of planning under the NEM. While, according to official
pronouncements, "implementation of the Plan was to be achieved through the use
of 'economic regulators', including price measures, and exchange rate,
monetary and fiscal policies" (Para. 6), in practice these policy instruments
were utilized largely independently from the Plan. Also, rather than the Plan
providing "guidelines to enterprises" (Para. 89), firms endeavored to pursue
their own objectives while being subjected to ad hoc interventions by the
supervising ministries that largely reflected short-term considerations.

3. Interventions by the supervising ministries assumed increasing
importance in the wake of the November 1972 Party resolution. According to
the report, "the deterioration in Hungary's terms of trade starting in 1974,
provided an opportunity for the proponents of the earlier centralized model of
economic decision-making to re-assert their ascendancy on economic questions"
(Para. 7). The measures described in Para. 81 were, however, taken before the
unfavorable turn in world economic conditions occurred.

4. At the same time, the report overemphasizes the adverse repercussions
of the 1968 reforms in claiming that "towards the end of the [1968 to 1973]
period some of the complexities in the process of restructuring a socialist
economy, and the attendant costs, were becoming obvious" (Para. 7) and in
suggesting that "a number of problems arose in the implementation of the NEM,
which opened the door for a return to re-centralization when world economic
conditions turned unfavorable for Hungary." (Para. 81). Re-centralization
occurred as the political balance changed in favor of conservatives who were
supported by the Soviet Union, and it subsequently was given a push by the
1974-75 external shocks. The inappropriateness of this policy has since come
to be understood, and the Soviet Union now accepts the Hungarian reform as le
moindre mal, given the problems encountered elsewhere in the CMEA.

5. I miss a discussion of the achievements of the reform in the years
following its introduction, of the adverse effects of the subsequent
recentralization, and of the impact of the 1980-81 measures. Data for five
year periods does not give an indication of the changes that have occurred.
Nor do data on industrial profitability for 1975, 1979 and 1980 establish a



-2-

trend. In fact, industrial profitability in 1979 and 1980 was much affected
by the policies applied.

6. The statement in the report that "further evidence of adverse
performance of the [industrial] sector may be gleaned from profitability data
in relation to total assets of the sectors" (Para. 127) conflicts with the
subsequent statement, according to which "the average profitability of the
manufacturing sector has declined in 1980 both because of softness of demand
and increases in energy and material costs" (Para. 128). Also, the
deflationary policies applied and the introduction of new price fixing rules,
aimed at reducing profit margins, adversely affected industrial profitability
in both 1979 and 1980. At the same time, the report does not provide evidence
on "other underlying factors [that are said to] also account for the decline
in profitability over time" (Para. 128).

7. In discussing short-term economic policies, the recommendations of
the report in regard to the size of the investment program are not
unambiguous. Thus, after having suggested that "it seems unlikely, given the
balance of payments outlook for the next few years, that the investment ratio
in Hungary could much exceed its present level" (Para. 24; also Para. 7), it
is claimed that "there is scope for meeting the country's medium-term
structural transformation objectives while the investment ratio is at or even
somewhat below the 1981 level" (Para. 200) and reference is made to Hungary's
strategy, under which "the investment share of GDP reduced through cuts in the
accumulation of fixed capital and stocks ... " (Para. 205).

8. I am not familiar with decisions taken by the Hungarian government to
further reduce the share of investment, after this having declined from 41% of
GDP in 1978 to 30% of GDP in 1981 in terms of current prices. According to
the report "this level of the ratio although low by recent Hungarian
historical standards, is higher than the 27% average for middle-income
developing countries in 1980" (Para. 24). The question needs to be raised,
however, if price distortions have not led to the overestimation of the share
of investment in Hungary. The large consumer and producer subsidies,
reportedly equal the 18.7% of GDP (Para. 8.20), point in this direction as the
subsidies reduce the measured value of consumption, even if adjustment is made
for the price raising effects of indirect taxes. In fact, in the
International Comparison Project, the share of capital formation in Hungary is
estimated at 27.1 percent in 1975 (I. B. Kravis et. al., World Product and
_Income, 1982, p. 186), i.e. before the recent reductions occurred, at
international prices, compared to the 35.5 percent figure for that year in
dcmestic prices (Table 1). And, unreported activities in the second economy
(Para. 191) have further contributed to an over-estimation of the investment
share.

9. If appropriate adjustment is made in the figures, one may understand
the concern of some Hungarian observers about the adverse long-term effects of
lower investment rates. At the same time, questions arise about the validity
of the statement that "the short term financial crisis seems to have been used
to reinforce rather tha retard the process of rationalization of the
productive structure of the economy" (Para. 200). Thus, while one may welcome
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consultation and postponement of allocations for a number of large projects,"
the fact that "only energy rationalization and export promotion projects have
received investment allocation" (Ibid) has not permitted modernization in

other activities. And, most recently, severe limitations have been imposed on
credits made available to the export sector as well.

10. It follows that it would be desirable to strengthen the statement
according to which "it seems unlikely that over the next few years the
objective of reducing domestic absorption can be met without some constraints

being placed on consumption" (Para. 201). In this connection, note that per

capita consumption reportedly rose by three-tenths between 1973 and 1981,
although the figures do not allow for the high rate of growth of the second
economy.

11. The rapid increase of consumption in the face of external shocks has
been the result of the inappropriate policies followed by the Hungarian
government, which do not receive sufficient attention in the report. The
policies applied have also contributed "in 1981 and again in 1982 [to]
excessively rapid growth of domestic absorption" (Para. 11), and it is
difficult to accept the view that "because of lags in information flows [this
situation] came to the knowledge of the authorities only towards the middle of

the year" (Ibid).

12. According to the report, "the debt servicing difficulties experienced
by some CMEA countries have led to both a marked reduction in availabilities,
and a significant hardening in the terms of borrowing by Hungary in
international capital markets" (Para. 4). While the Polish events have
certainly contributed to this situation, Hungary's debt-service ratio did
reach 35-36 percent of convertible currency exports of goods and services in
1981 (Para. 199), exceeding that for any CMEA country other than Poland (The

Economist, February 13, 1982). At the same time, one can hardly speak of an
"external debt overhang which the economy inherited" (Para. 86), when the
accumulation of the debt has been the result of policy errors on the part of

the Hungarian government.

13. The report puts emphasis on the adverse effects of protectionism in
the industrial countries on Hungarian exports (Para. 4, 32, and 86). It
claims that "the products most affected were steel, textiles, clothing,
footwear, textile fibers (particularly synthetics), chemicals, nonferrous

metal fabrications, electrical and transport equipment; all these are products

in which Hungary is attempting to expand its exports" (Para. 32). This

statement represents an exaggeration as do Hungarian estimates of the effects

of restrictive measures on Hungarian exports, which the report uncritically
cites (Para. 153-156).

14. In particular, the 2 percent decline in the volume of Hungarian
exports of manufactured exports in convertible currencies in 1980, following
an increase of 17 percent in 1979, had more to do with the introduction of new
pricing rules in January 1980 than with increased protection in the industrial
countries. And, the dollar value of total exports in convertible currency
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trade stagnated in 1981 while policy reforms led to a 56 percent rise in
Turkey, with manufactured exports more than doubling.

15. In fact, the improvement of the Hungarian trade balance in 1981 was
achieved at the expense of an absolute decline in the dollar value of imports
(Table 17). Apart from noting the unfavorable impliations of the decline in
imports for the Hungarian economy, it would be desirable to examine in the
report the adverse effects on manufactured exports of the pricing rules
introduced in 1980. The corrective measures taken in 1981 and 1982, which are
inappropriately criticized in the report (Para. 129), have apparently not
sufficed to fully offset these adverse consequences.

16. It would also be desirable to provide a critical evaluation of the
system of wage determination, with suggestions made for improvements, beyond
the general statement in Para. 117. In this connection, note should be taken
of the fact that linking of wages to profitability would present problems not
only because profits are affected by the underlying price and subsidies system
(Para. 117), but because the profit-linking of wages would lead to inter-firm
wage differences that do not correspond to differences in labor efficiency.
In turn, with the reform of the price and subsidy system, it would be
desirable to have manager bonuses increasingly based on profits.

17. Apart from price and wage setting, the system of investment
financing, the need to close down inefficient firms, and changes in the
functions of the government apparatus are at the heart of the 1980-81 reforms,
and of the NEM in general. I/ The Bank's policy dialogue with the Hungarian
government could profitably cover these questions.

cc: Messrs. Chaufournier, EMNVP; Karaosmanoglu, EMI; Picciotto, EMP;
Dubey, EMNVP; Colaco, EMi;

ERS Directors, DRD and CPD Senior Staff.

BBalassa:nc

1/ These issues have received considerable attention in Hungary in recent
years; they have been reviewed in my "Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in

Hungary," World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 534, published in Hungarian in
the July-August 1982 issue of the official review of the Hungarian Economic
Association.



Wovember 8. 1982.

Dr. Gyorgy Sakolezai
Research Institute for Applied

Computer Sciences
1536 Pf. 227
Budapest
Hungary

Dear Gyorgy:

Several monthe ago I sent you the methodology of my policy response
to external shocks study. I now enclose a list of the vartables that are
necessary to make the estimates. I wonder if you could provide WO with the
relevent data for Hungary so that wo could casr out the estimation on our
computer here.

I will be lecturing in Budapest on policy responses to extornal shocks
on December 14. It would be good If you could pravide me with the data at that
tim and w ea ol iscuss the problem encedntered in get ting what also in
needed.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bola #4assa



Descri pi inns

1. Imports (CIF)
2. Exports (F O)
3. Nofactor Services
4. Private Tr;msfers
5. Interest Dec>ived
6. interest Paid
7. I)ividends
8. Other Factor Payments
9. Official Transfers
10. Direct Investment
11. Portfolio Capital

12. Errors and Omissions
13. Changes in Reserves

14. Aortization
16. Value of Fuel Exports
17. Value of Manufactured Exports to the World

18. Value of Manufactured Exports to Developed Countries

19. Value of Manufactured Exports to Less Developing Countries

20. Fuel Exports, Unit Value' Index
21. Nontraditional Exports, Unit Value Index

22. Manufactured Exports, Unit Value Index

23. Fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index

24 Non-fiel Expnorts, Ivpotbhei rcl Vol "m;-e Index

26. Manufactured Exports to Developin Countries, Hypothetical Volume Index

27. Manufactured Exports to Central Planned Economies,
Hypothetical Volume Index

28. Value of Fuel Imports
29. Fuel Imports, Unit Value Index

30. Fuel Imports, Hypothetical Volume Index

31. Non-fuel Imports, Hypothetical Volume Index

32. Total Imports, Unit Value Index
33. GNP, Current $
34. GN: , Constant $
35. Gross External Debt
36. Net Reserves
38. Developed Countries' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports

39. Developinp Countries' Trend Income Elasticity
Growth of Demand for ManuFactured Imports

40. Centrally Planned Economies' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports

Traditional Primary Exports

(defined as export values greater tne I. 5D of total export value)

41. SITC, Value of Exports of Good
42. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
43. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as a Whole
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44. SITC, Vaihue of Expurts of Good
45. SITC, Q I: t ity of xports of Good
46. SITC, Qoznt ity of F .xports ol Good by the Vorld as a Whole

47. S ITC , V. l! at Exp:rts of Good
48. SITC, Qutatity of E port s of Good
49. SITC, Qwun i ty of Exports of Good by the World as Whole

GNX = growth rate, volume of fuol exports
GNTPPX gro h rate , volume of non-traditional primary exports

GMXDC = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to developed economies.

GMDLDC gro wth rate, volu- e of manufactured exports to

leso developed econormes

GMXCPE = groth rate, volumie of manufactured exports to

centrally plined economLes
WGMAX growth rate, volume world manufactured exports



1. Imports (CIF)
2. Export; (FO3)
3. Nonfactar Services
4. Privat I Trac i ;nfers
5. Interest Received
6. Interost Paid
7. Dividends

8. Other Factor Payments
9. Official Transfers
10. Direct Investment
11. Portfolio Capital
12. Errors and 0:issions
13. Changes in Reserves
14. Aortization
16. Value of Fuel Exports
17. Value of anufactured :-,ports to the World

18. Value of Manufacturad Exports to Developed Countries

19. Value of Manufactured Exports to Less Devcloping Countries

20. Fuel Exportr, Unit Value'l Tndx
21. Nontraditional Exorts, Unit Vanle Index
22. Manufactured Exports, Unit Val ,i c Index
23. Fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index
241 Non-fo'elI Ex, prt_, "yptheT cn] Vn 1 nd

25. ua;>I.-t '
26. Manufactured Exports to Davelapiag Countries, Hypotheti cal Volume Index

27. Manufactired Exort s to Central PI lnned Ecomi s,
Hypothetical Volume Index

28. Value of Fuel Imports
29. Fuel Imports, Unit Value Index

30. Fuel Imports, HypothetI i cal Volume Index
31. Non-fuel I parts, IIp:thetical Volume Indx

32. Total Imports, Unit Value Index
33. GNP, Current $
34. Gc', Constant A

35. Cross External Debt
36. Net Reserv,!s
38. Develored Countries' Trend Income Elasticity

Grow th of Demand for Manufactuored Imports

39. Developing Countries' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports
40. Cent rally Planned Econonies' Tread Incone Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured imports

Trdi tional Primary E-rts

(defined as export values greer than 1.53 of total export value)

41. SITC, Value of Exports of Cood
42. SITC, Quacotity of Lports of (od
43. SITC, Qoantity of Exiprts of Good by the World as a Whole
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44. SITC, V\lue of Exports of Good
45. SITC, Qant L 1t y of 1Eports o0 Cood

46. SITC, Qiant ity of xp)orts of Good by the World as a Whole
47. SITC, Value at x ports of Good

48. SITC, Quantity o E Tports of Good

49. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as Whole

0 9C-- 03 Lorid Enpor cu Vo lum T z- cd Grnt I aT s:

GNX = growth rate, volume of fuel exports
GNTPPX = growth rate, volume of non-traditional primary exports

GMXDC = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to developed economies.

GMDLDC = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to

less developed economics
GMXCPE = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to

centrally planned economies
WGMX = growth rate, volume world manufactured exports



Draft for Clearance

Mr. John 11. Duloy, VPERS November 8, 1982

Bela Ba lassa, DRD

peview P e an: Demand for Pereonl Trave in Developin, Countries

I. A panel comprising 1essa rs . B. Balassa (DRD), Chairman, C. Bell (DRD),

R. Liebenthal (EAl), ). Hachette (LCl), and C. Carnemark (AEP) has been set up

to review the above proposal. Messrs. Willoughby, benuethan, and Ingram from

the sponsoring department, Mr. DeaLon, consultant, and yourself partici pated

in the panel meeting; Mr. Hachette was not able to attend.

2. The panel finds that the proposed research is of considerable

interest for the Bank's sector work and project work in transportation. At

the same tine, it suggests the need to highli ght the objectives listed on p.

15 of the project proposal, emphasizing aspects of "positive economics," such

as projecting demand ror personal travel, and de-empnasizing norrmaive aspeccs

such as the nelfare and income distributional impact of transport policy. As

regards the latter, it notes that increases in the cost of work-related travel

may be shifted forward through higher wages and prices.

3. More generally, the panel recommends that the sponsors give attention

to work-related travel that is of considerable importance in developing

countries. Vlhile non-work-related travel can be regarded a consumer good,

work-related travel may be regarded as an input. Correspondingly, the income

elasticities of demand for personal travel, to be estimated in Phase I of the

proposed research, need to be reinterpreted when both work-related and non-

work-related travel are considered. More emphasis would also need to be given

to differences in the factors determining urban and rural personal travcl.



. The sponsors should carcfully indIc.ate the t. sks that would be

aceonpli Ihd in Phase I of th proposed rejearch proj ct . In so doi ng, they

should est sblish a link between thQ objectives to be pursued, the availability

of data for the in(ivI dual countri es, and the estimation of particular

nodels . Finafly, note should be taken of the extent Lo whiich Pase I would

represent a prelude for Phase II, and consideration given to the data

requirements of the Phiase II research tasks.

5. The panel supports the choice of Angus Deaton as consultant. to the

project. it also welcomes the intention of the sponsors to carry out Phase II

of the research project in collaboration with a developing country institute.

cc and cleared with: Participants at the panel meeting

Bbalassa:nc



November 5, 1982.

Ms. auko Ggava
information Officer
Tokyo Of fie
World Bank
Room 916, Kokusai Buildigg
3-1-1, Mn-unowhi, Chljoida-ku
Tokyo
Japan

Dear Kathy,

A few veeks ago a visitor from Bangkok told me about a recent
publication the Bank of Tokyo had provided on internationa wage comparisons
for a number of countries, in particular, in Asia. We have been unable to
identify this publication and I wonder If you could do no. I would appreciate
receiving a copy of the article.

I hoe that all is well with you. Anything new about your dissertation&

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balass



Mr. ichal Crter meNovobor5, 1982.

Bela Balsams, D

At the time of our missio n Morocc, it was agreed that Mr. Hortoen
weild coe to asshintou n the first half of Noember for discussions of
his two capegrs, as well as the chapers by essras. Bouia and Kateus in
our report. I w"hintgeg that his visit coull be financed by the Reseach
Comittee. It as min transpie that such fianceing is not posible
since two supplea tary apprepriatiom to the rsarcsh budget have alrady

Horton's vstt is of consierabe iMportanco to us, not only for
reviewing his chapters iut baume of his contributions to the Bonnel
and Maeues chapters. Rena 11onnol in in full agreement on this. Accordingly,
I would ike to ahk you to obtain finnctig for Horton's visit.

BBalassa:nc



Soveber 5, 1982.

Miss Anne -olze
6 3 rue aie Bernard
75005 Paris
Frane

Dear hAm*,

I have reeived your "unsigned" letter. I am answering it In
English sian this is easier on my eetary.

I will do my best to look for a financial institution where you
could Save your stage. I am afraid, however, that this will be rather
difficult.

At the World Bank there are only research assistant positions which
are fild from theaMbhington area. Hoever, the Bank dess hire teMWegry
research assistants for the sumer. Anyone from tanyvhere can apply. I
wonder if you wish to try for such a sumer ob0. I presume that it could
be consideredas fulfilling your obligations for part of a seven mo th
period even though It would take place in the summer.

Meedless to say, there in no guarantee that your application would
be accepted and that you would be "sitgned to any particular department in
the Bank. I vould, howeer, make inqaures in the financial departentss if
they may have any Inmtest to you. This could not be done before next Spring
whe dema for sumer employammt arm =ad*. It would be useful, however, if
I could hae at this time your Powsonal History forA~I'led out. Ooe I have
this, I can inquire what the next steps are.

I would also need a curriculum vitae in English for Inquiring about
private finncial inotitutimns in the Washington area. It would be good if
your Eglish temaha er coldrviewe the Personal History form as wall as the
curriculum vitse.

I an *nng a copy of this letter to Lyon in case it reahes you
there first. I ams sending with it two booklets for your parents on things
to see in the Bombay area.

Carol and the chidren join me in sending to all of you our best
regards,

Yours sincerely,

Bela Ralassa



Noember 4, 1982.

*x

Mrs. Truus W. Komn
Journal of Conmartive fevAniegls
Box 16A, Y&1* Station
Now avon, Conseeticut 0652

Dear Trus i

I emalee the retyped vesion of my paper; all ebanges I have VAd*
are indicated In red on the &dated copy. The absra for thie JI is also
enclosed.

I am afraid that I have not been able to sae sma saeP I hod cut
the laghthr of the paper to a consideable extent Ia n earlier itertation. I
would als ike to ask you to etain the uagarlan aPA the English ttles of
the articles "s it has been doe inal my erlier papers poished on
Runsmry. However, I have a *=aste= six tites from the list of rsfereasa.

Yours sincoraly,

Bela Balaas.

c:s U. ewett



Abstract

Bela Balassa

Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in Hungary

Following steps taken towards recentralization between 1972 and 1976

the reform measures introduced in 1980 and 1981 have re-established the

original directions of the New Economic Mechanism in Hungary. The NEM,

established in 1968, aimed at replacing plan directifs by market relations

among firms, limiting the scope of central price determination, linking

domestic prices to world market prices, and increasingly decentralizing

investment decisions. The paper evaluates the recent reform measures and

considers possible future changes. It examines price setting, the exchange

rate and protection, wage determination and personal income, investment

decisions, and the organizational structure.



November 4, 1982.

Mr. Zvi Susa
The Maurice Falk Institute

f or Econoode Research, In Israel
P. 1Naphtali Bldg.,
The Hebew University Campus,
Mt. Scops
91905 Jeruslem
ISRAUL

Dear Zvi,

Many thanks for your letter of October 6th., I earlier learned that
you are out of offie and hope that you will beabeit to use tho time produet
tively in your resarch. In fact, with the updating of the prtetiont study
and the study on the adjustmnt of the Israel ecouomy to external shocks,
you will have your hands full.

I seclosa a printout for Israel together with a list of variables we
have used. In the comuer program I am afraid I cannot provide an explanar-
tion for the differene in the external debt figures.

The differenes in thom rewults for the NICs in liDR, in the OECD study,
and in my Weltvirtsehaftliaeits Archiv article ae explained by differenes in
contry composition aneda ingo* of the data used. I suggest that you use the
last mentioned figures.

You are right In trying to decomposition investment and mmingse. I
enclose a research proposal of Pradeep Mitra who is doing the same. You might
wish to contact him directly.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures Bela Balasa



Mesrs. Luis do Ascarate, WANVP and November 4, 1982.
Ravi Guai, LWgVe

Bela Balsea, DRD

Poliay Respone-to External Shocks

I much appreciated the workshop you organized last Friday. The may
suggestions made by yourself and others will be very helpful in the final
revision.

Luis requested thast I provide a list of the variables used in the
estimation, with a view to adding further African countries. Should you
or any of your economsts wish to explora this further, they should call
Kenneth Mayers at x61420.

Enclosures
BBalaseaanc



Descriptions

1. Imports (CIF)
2. Exports (FOB)
3. Nonfactor Services
4. Private Transfers
5. Interest Received
6. Interest Paid
7. Dividends
8. Other Factor Payments
9. Official Transfers
10. Direct Investment
11. Portfolio Capital
12. Errors and Omissions
13. Changes in Reserves
14. Amortization
16. Value of Fuel Exports
17. Value of Manufactured Exports to the World
18. Value of Manufactured Exports to Developed Countries
19. Value of Manufactured Exports to Less Developing Countries
20. Fuel Exports, Unit Value Index
21. Nontraditional Exports, Unit Value Index
22. Manufactured Exports, Unit Value Index
23. Fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index
24. Non-fuel Exports, Hypothetical Volume Index
25. Mnnjifnctirred 1xpr' to.nevlop 4 .fln!ntriPP' Hypothetical Vol-me Tndex
26. Manufactured Exports to Developing Countries, Hypothetical Volume Index
27. Manufactured Exports to Central Planned Economies,

Hypothetical Volume Index
28. Value of Fuel Imports
29. Fuel Imports, Unit Value Index
30. Fuel Imports, Hypothetical Volume Index
31. Non-fuel Imports, hypothetical Volume Index
32. Total Imports, Unit Value Index
33. GNP, Current $
34. GNP, Constant $
35. Gross External Debt
36. Net Reserves
38. Developed Countries' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports
39. Developing Countries' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports
40. Centrally Planned Economies' Trend Income Elasticity

Growth of Demand for Manufactured Imports

Traditional Primary Exports
(defined as export values greater than 1.5% of total export value)

41. SITC, Value of Exports of Good
42. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
43. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as a Whole
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44. SITC, Value of Exports of Good
45. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
46. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as a Whole
47. SITC, Value at Exports of Good

48. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good
49. SITC, Quantity of Exports of Good by the World as Whole

1963-73 World Export Volume Tre.d Crowth P-tes:

GNX = growth rate, volume of fuel exports
GNTPPX = growth rate, volume of non-traditional primary exports
GMXDC = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to developed economies.

GMDLDC = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to
less developed economies

GMXCPE = growth rate, volume of manufactured exports to

centrally planned economies
WGMX = growth rate, volume world manufactured exports



Industry-Specific Variables Affecting Intra-Industry Trade

(PO 672-41 Changes in Comparative Advantage in Manufactured Goods)

1. This note considers variables that may be included in the statistical

testing of hypotheses concerning intra-industry trade in a multilateral

framework. It is limited to industry-specific variables; country-specific

variables will be discussed in a separate note.

2. The first question to be answered is whether measured intra-industry

trade is a statistical artifice, owing to the inclusion of different products

in the same commodity category, or whether it reflects "true" intra-industry

trade in differentiated products. Caves (1981) used the number of products in

the SITC classification scheme within each 3-digit category and the standard

deviation of rates of profit on equity capital as measures of the

heterogeneity of particular commodity categories; he found the former but not

the latter variable to be statistically significant in explaining the intra-

industry trade of. thirteen industrial countries. 1/ Statistically significant

results were also obtained by Pagoulatos and Sorensen (1975) and by Loertscher

and Wolter (1980), who utilized the number of four-digit SITC positions within

each 3-digit category for this purpose, in explaining the intra-industry trade

of the United States and intra-industry trade among the member countries of

the OFCT), respectively.

3. Loertscher-Wolter used further the number of BTN tariff positions

within each 3-digit SMC category as a measure of product differentiation, but

did not obtain statistically significant results. This is hardly surprising,

I1 As several of the publications are repeatedly cited, the year of
publication will be referred to only at the place of first citation.



given the high intercorrelation of the two variables, purportedly representing

product heterogenity and product differentiation -- a distinction that is far

from clear. At the same time, the problem of product heterogeneity is

minimized in the classification scheme employed in the present study, which

defines "industry" to include close substitutes in production and makes use of

4-digit STTC detail whenever appropriate. The number of products within each

industry, then, may he considered to reflect the extent of product

differentiation. For this purpose, use will be made of the number of BTN

positions and that of individual products under the STTC classification scheme

in particular industries as alternatives.

4. Iufbauer (1970), in turn, employed the coefficient of variation of

export unit values, calculated at the 7-digit SITC level, as an indicator of

product differentiation, on the assumption that an inverse relationship exists

between the degree of product standardization and the dispersion of prices

within each commodity category. While this measure was correctly criticized

by rray and Martin (1980) on the grounds that unit values do not appropriately

represent prices, the objection applies only to a limited extent at the 7-

digit level. At any rate, for lack of price observations in the necessary

detail, the hedonic price indices suggested by (ray and Martin could not be

used in practice. Correspondingly, the present study will use the Hufbauer

price variation variable as an alternative measure of product differentiation;

this will he utilized in its original form that was successfully employed by

Caves as well as in a study of the intra-industry trade of the United States

by Toh (182). In turn, the use of a dummy variable for this purpose,

obtained by dividing commodity categories into two groups according to whether



they had above-average or below-average coefficients of variation, did not

give statistically significant results in the Pagoulatos-Sorensen study.

5. Theorists of intra-industry trade, such as Krugman (198R) and

Lancaster (1980) suggest that economies of scale underlie intra-industry

trade; in the absence of scale economies, all product varieties could be

produced domestically. Various measures have been used as proxies for

economies of scale. Pufbauer regressed value added per man on firm size

measured in terms of employment; Loertscher-Wolter used average value added

per establishment; Caves divided minimum plant size by a measure of the cost

disadvantages of small firms; and Lundberg (1982) defined the scale factor as

the share of the labor force in firms having more than 500 workers in a study

of the intra-industry trade of Sweden.

6. The relative importance of large firms is a measure of industrial

concentration and will be affected by differences in the extent of vertical

integration. In turn, it may be hypothesized that large plant size is

characteristic of industries producing standardized products, such as paper,

petrochemicals, steel, and nonferrous metals. This may explain that

Toertscher-Wolter obtained a negative, and statistically significant,

coefficient for this variable. Similar results were reached by Caves who

proxied minimum efficient plant size by the average size of the largest plants

of T.5. industry, accounting for one-half of industry shipments, divided by

total industry shipment, and defined the cost-disadvantage ratio as value

added per worker in the smaller plants divided by value added per worker in

the larger plants. Finally, Lundberg used energy consumption per worker as an

indicator of product standardization and obtained a statistically significant

negative coefficient for this variable.
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7. The variables utilized by Loertscher-TWolter, Caves and Lundberg will

be used in the present study as alternative representations of product

standardization. use will further he made of the economies of scale variable

Introduced by Hufbauer. Thile the latter is subject to the shortcoming that

it makes no adjustment for differences in capital intensity, it may provide an

Indication of the importance of economies of scale for product

differentiation.

g. As Ralassa (1067) first noted, product specialization in individual

firms leads to longer production runs. Tob proxied the length of production

runs by the ratio of the degree of mechanization, proxied by the level of

expenditures on new machinery and equipment per worker, to investment in human

capital. This ratio, as well as the two variables taken individually, were

found to be statistically significant. however, Lundberg found that intra-

industry trade was positively correlated with the average wage that may be

taken to reflect the human capital intensity of the industry; the same author

also obtained a positive correlation with the share of wage costs in value

added while the share of technical personnel to the labor force was

statistically significant in only one of the two years studied. Further work

on these variables will be necessary before their introduction in the present

study.

9. willmore (1070) suggested that industrial concentration would lead to

intra-industry trade through oligopolistic competition and Lundberg provided

some weak evidence in support of this proposition. In turn, Toh successfully

used a concentration ratio divided by the share of imports in U.S. sales as an

indicator of oligopolistic interpenetration. These variables will also be

employed In the present study.



10. Caves further successfully tested the proposition that intra-industry

trade is positively related to expenditures on research and development,

expressed as a percentage of sales. The regression coefficient of this

variable was positive but significant only at the 10 percent level in

Lundberg's study of intra-industry trade in Sweden. Tn turn, Toh used the

number of patents issued to represent research intensity, combining it with

the first date of the product, so as to provide an indication of the stage in

its life cycle. le found that the product of the two variables was

significantly related to intra-industry trade. First trade date was the only

significant variable in the Finger-de Rosa (1979) study of intra-industry

trade of the United States, albeit for only two out of four years, while

Toertscber-Wolter obtained statistically significant results in using a dummy

variable to represent product cycle goods.

11. Tn this study, separate use will he made of variables representing

research intensity and the stage of the product cycle. R&D expenditures,

expressed as a proportion of sales value, and the number of patents will be

employed as alternative research intensity variables while the stage of the

product cycle will be represented by first trade dates or, alternatively, by a

product cycle dummy.

1'. To the extent that intra-industry trade involves the exchange of

pronrietary knowledge, it may be reduced through foreign investment. In turn,

intra-industrv trade may be increased through trade among the affiliates of

the multinational corporations. The two variables, defined as the extent of

foreign investment and the share of exports to foreign affiliates in total

exports, respectively, were successfully used by Caves to explain intra-

industry trade. Pagoulatos and Sorensen also found that intra-industry trade



was negativelv correlated with foreign investment while Pugel (1978) obtained

the opposite result (significant at the 10 percent level), possibly due to his

omission of the variable representing trade within the multinational firm.

Roth variables will he introduced in the present study.

13. it can further be hypothesized that intra-industry trade is reduced

by the cost of transfer. This hypothesis receives support from the empirical

estimates of Pagoulatos-qorensen, Loertscber-Wolter, and Caves, although not

from those by Toh and Pugel. Except for Pugel, the cost of transfer was

defined as the average distance for domestic shipments in U.S. industry.

14. The latter variable will also be introduced in the present study.

UTse will further be made of the proportion of total inputs purchased by U.S.

industry from nonagricultural primary sectors. Caves found that the variable

is positively correlated with Intra-industry trade and explained this result

by the tendency towards the localization of manufacturing in cases when

nonagricultural primary inputs are used.

is. Tariffs represent further elements of transfer cost. Balassa (67)

suggested that tariff reductions will lead to increased intra-industry trade

and Dagoulatos-Sorensen obtained statistically significant results in support

of this proposition. The regression coefficients for the tariff variable had

the expected sign, positive, but t-values were lower in the studies by Caves

and Tob. Caves but not Toh obtained higher levels of significance with a

tariff dispersion variable derived as the standard deviation of tariffs;

Pagoulatos-Rorensen also found that tariff similarity among the trading

countries, was positively related to intra-industry trade. Tn the present

study we will experiment with tariff as well as tariff similarity variables,
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while recognizing the fact that the importance of nontariff measures in

developing countries may affect the results.

l6. The height of non-tariff barriers, and their similarity among trading

countries, in Pagoulatos-Sorensen study were found not to be statistically

significant in explaining intra-Industry trade. These results may be

explained by the difficulties involved in measuring the height of non-tariff

barriers that also discourage their use in the present study.

17. it was further suggested that intra-industry trade is negatively

correlated with advertising as the cost involved creates a barrier to such

trade (Gray, 1973). Thile estimates by Pugel and to a lesser extent those by

lundberg and by Caves, provide some support For this proposition, it has

questionable theoretical validity since advertising is associated with product

differentiation and it is not needed for standardized products. Finally,

Caves did not succeed in establishing the effects of the sharing of joint

costs on intra-industry trade. Given the conceptual issues involved with the

first of the two variables and the measurement issues involved with the

second, these avenues of investigation will not be pursued in the present

study.
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Country-Specific Variables Affecting Tntra-lndustrvTrade

(PPO 671-41 Changes in Comparative Advantage in Manufactured Goods)

1. Staffan Burenstam Linder pot forward the proposition that trade in

manufactured goods among industrial countries can be explained by preference

similarity, when "similarity of average income levels could be used as an

index of simi laritv of demand structures" (1961, p. 04). inder thus predicts

that the extent of trade in manufactured goods between any two countries is

negatively correlated with the difference in their per capita incomes. This

hypothesis was subsequently tested by various authors who related the extent

of bilateral trade to intercountry income differentials.

?. Linder himself presented some data in support of this hypothesis by

comparing a matrix of bilateral propensities to import with differences in per

capita CNP. Subsequently, Fortune (1071) applied multiple regression analysis

to the data and found support for the theory. The data were further used by

Sailors, Oureshi, and Cross (1973) who correlated absolute differences in per

capita incomes with import propensities in bilateral trade. While, according

to the authors, "the number of significant results (16 of 31) is far in excess

of chance expectations fandl notable is the high preponderance of significant

results among the countries comprising the European Economic Community" (p.

266), oftvzer (1075) noted that the results may in large part be explained by

the geographical proximity of the EEC countries. This observation also

applies to Fortune's results as well as to those of Kolhagen (1977) who

regressed the propensity to import on absolute differences in per capita

CP. Vhile both authors referred to the importance of the distance factor,

they failed to make adjustment for it.



3. Subsequently, Greytak and McHugh (1977) and Oureshi, French, and

SaIlors (1980) explicitly introduced geopraphical distance as a variable

explaining interregional trade in the United States. They found this variable

to be highly significant while there was only a weak relationship between

interregional trade and income differentials. In turn, in a time-series

analysis of TT.q. exports of manufactured goods to eighteen industrial

countries, Ahmad and Simos (1978) obtained a positive correlation between 1.S.

manufactured exports to individual countries and changes in the ratios of 1.S.

to foreign per capita incomes. These results may, however, be explained by

the effects of the rapid postwar growth of the industrial countries outside

the TT.S. on their imorts from the urnited States without making reference to

Linder. At the same time, the application of a similar method to trade among

the industrial countries by Vennedy and McHugh (1980) did not lead to

statistically significant results.

4. 1While Ahmad-Samos and Yennedy-McHugh used per capita Income ratios,

together with a distance variahle to explain changes in manufactured exports

Fortune (1980) and Hirsch-Lev (1973) employed these variables to explain the

pattern of trade in manufactured goods in a particular year. Tn explaining

the exports of consumer goods (SITC category 8), Fortune found the per capita

income ratio was statistically significant at the 5 percent level only in the

Tinited Vingdom among the eight countries investigated. However, incorporating

the ratio of per capita incomes in a gravitational model, hirsch and Lev found

That the coefficient of this variable was significant at the 1 percent level

for pooled data of the four countries, and for most of the results of three

countries, in explaining trade in Food, textiles, machinery, as well as

c(hemi cal s.



5. Linder's hypothesis was tested for intra-industry trade by Pagoulatos

and Sorensen (1Q75), Loertscher and Wolter (1980), and Toh (1982).

Pagoulatos-qorensen and Toh classified industries according to the extent of

trade among high-income countries, measured as the ratio of U.S. industry

exports plus imports in trade with OECD countries to total U.S. industry

exports and imnorts. While both authors obtained statistically significant

results, indicating that the extent of intra-industry trade is positively

correlated with the share of the industrial countries in T.,. trade, their

method only provides an indirect test of the Linder hypothesis.

6. A direct test was provided by Loertscher and 'olter, who reformulated

the original Linder hypothesis. These authors postulated that Intra-industry

trade among countries is intense if (a) the average of their levels of

development is high; (h) the difference in their levels of development is

relatively small: (c) the average of their market size is large; (d) the

difference in their market size is small; and (e) barriers to trade are low.

7. Hypotheses (a) and (b) are variants of Linder's proposition.

1lvpotheses (c) and (d) relate to economies of scale that lead to the exchange

of differentiated products between large countries. Finally, hypothesis (e)

introduces barriers to trade in the form of transportation costs, as well as

political, language, and cultural factors.

P. Estimates made by Loertscher-Wolter confirmed hypotheses (b), (c),

and (d) but not (a). Tn turn, Helpman (1981) provided mathematic proof for

the validity of hypotheses (b) and (d) in a two-country model of international

trade. nelpman assumed identical demand functions in the two countries and

derived his results for differences in supply conditions in the form of

-elative capital and labor endowments.
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p. Differences in per capita incomes, however, reflect both differences

in demand and in suoply patterns. In the present study several alternative

specifications will be tried utilizing the four variables introduced in the

loertscher-Hol ter study.

In. LAertscher-Wolter also obtained statistically significant results for

a distance variable, used as a proxy for transportation costs, a customs union

dummy, a language group dummy, and a border trade dummy. The regression

coefficient for the cultural group dummy is not statistically significant

which fact may he exnlained by the high degree of intercorrelation with the

language group dummy.

11. Tn the present study, use will be made of a distance variable and of

dummy variables representing historical and cultural ties. The dummy

variables, listed in Table 1, nertain to regional integration, preferential

ties with the Furopean Common Market, past colonial ties, and language and

cultural ties. Dummy variables will further be Introduced for border trade.

1/ The cultural groups considered are Anglo-American, Germanic, Romanic, and

Scanlnavian.
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